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ready with their avowal. We often hear, " Is not God
everywhere? Does' He not pervade all? Is He not
all? Is not all evolved from Him, as the spider's web is
evolved from its body ? Does not all emanate from Him,
as the stream flows from the fountain and rays from the
sun? Are we not all portions of Him? We may wor-
ship anything and everything if only we see God in it.
There are differences in the sparks frojai the central fire,
some far brighter than others. The gods are the brightest
sparks, and therefore they are specially worthy of worship."
In reply we have to insist on the difference between the
Creator and the creature, between the Ruler and His
subject. We are often told it is God that makes us speak
and act, and we are puppets dancing as He draws the
strings. In protest against this doctrine we appeal to
the acknowledgment they themselves make of the essential
distinction between right and wrong, the one to be done,
the other to be shunned/and show that if their Pantheistic
notion be accepted the distinction is obliterated, and the
floodgate is open to the commission of all-wickedness.
' The most advanced thought of Hindu philosophy is
that all is Maya, illusion, the play, the amusement of the
Supreme, who leads us to believe that we are, that we
have a separate existence, which we have not; but at last
the illusion will come to an end, all will be absorbed in
Brahm, as the water in the clouds falls into the sea; there
will be no conscious existence in the universe. Brahm
himself wiU glide into a profound slumber from which he
, will awake after a vast season of repose. A rope lying
on the road is taken for a serpent, but it is only a rope.
There are hundreds of suns glancing on the waters, but
there-is only one sun. In.reply we contend that illusion
implies reality; that if there was no reality illusion would

